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QUESTION 1

A solution developer is considering creating a WebSphere MQ service and a DB2 database service to be consumed by
a message flow. 

What are characteristics of database services and WebSphere MQ services?(Select three.) 

A. A database service can only be called froma database node. 

B. A database service can be stored in the IBM Integration Bus Integration Registry. 

C. A MQ Service can be stored in the IBM Integration Bus Integration Registry. 

D. Database services and WebSphere MQ services are defined with WSDL. 

E. Service Discovery can be used to create database and WebSphere MQ services. 

F. In a database services, only Insert, Update, and Delete database operations are supported. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 2

A solution developer needs to developa generic message handler that is common to all applications and message flows.
The message handler parses a complex file than contains healthcare records and extracts Patient Eligibility requests.
The developer wants to make and deploy changes to the message handler without redeploying all the message flows. 

How should the developer define the Integration Bus artifacts? 

Define the message handler as: 

A. a subflow in a library and define the message flows as services that reference the library. 

B. a subflow in a library and define the message flows as applications that reference the library. 

C. a subflow in a library and define the message flows as independent resources that reference the library. 

D. an integrationservice and define the message flows as applications that reference the integration service. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A solution developer is designing a message flow application that gets banking transactions from a WebSphere MQ
queue. One of the requirementsof the design is that the message flow must propagate the message identify user name
and password to the target application. The developer has setthe identify token type toTransport Default. 

What additional information must the developer have to propagate the identity in this message flow? 

A. The security profile properties. 
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B. The external security provider application. 

C. The location of the password in the message. 

D. The location of the user name in the message. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A solution developer is creating a DFDL message model for a comma-separated text file that contains customer
addresses. The message model structure is shown below. 

During testing, the developer finds that some of the records in the data file might be blank. What modification can the
developer make to the DFDL model to allow for the blank records in the data? 

A. SetMin Occursto0on theCustomer/sequenceelement. 

B. SetContent > Length KindtoImpliciton theCustomerelement. 

C. Add%WSP*to theTerminatorsproperty on theCustomerelement. 

D. Add%LFto theTerminatorsproperty on theCustomer/sequenceelement. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

In which situation can the IBM Integration Bus function as a component in a WebSphere MQ based publish subscribe
solution? 

When it is necessary to: 

A. deliver a publication to all subscribing applications. 

B. create topics based on the content of the body of the message. 

C. filter messages based on the content of the body of the message. 

D. create subscriptions based on the content of the body of the message. 
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Correct Answer: A 
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